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Introduction to MAST  
(Malicious Activity Simulation Tool) 
• What is the MAST? 
• Software based solution to augment and assist in network security 
and Information Assurance (IA) training for system administrators. 
 
• Why the MAST? 
• Address shortfalls with current training methods 
• Finite resources 
• Feedback 
• Operating Environment 
• How 
• Automate training methodologies used by Red Teams and School-
house Laboratories through scenarios. 
 
MAST Architecture - Overview 
MAST Architecture 
Clients 





Scenario Generation (SG) Server 
 
• Used at Scenario Authoring site(s) 
• Sends training scenarios to Scenario Execution (SE) 
Servers deployed on operational networks 
Database 
 
Stores Scenario prototypes and reports generated 
from running scenarios  
MAST Architecture 
Scenario Execution (SE) Server 
 
• Installed on shipboard networks, this server parses 
the scenario sent by the Scenario Generation (SG) 
server and translates it to run on the local network 
 
• Once a scenario has run, this server will report the 




• Receive specifically constructed 
commands from the Scenario Execution 
(SE) Server 
• Execute scenario commands 
• Return execution status to SE Server 
MAST Architecture 
• Test Bed 
• Three VMWare servers 
• Virtualized CG71 Unclass Network (8 Servers/~75 clients) 
• HBSS installed & configured  
• MAST Architecture 
• Architecture Design Update: Complete  
• Improved Client/Scenario Execution Server: ~80% Complete 
• SG Server & Database: Under Development 
• Client behavior modules: Under Development 
8 
MAST - Current Status  
Typical Shipboard Network 
Part of 
HBSS 
Windows Server Suite 
Win 2k3 R2 Servers: 
• Domain Controllers x2 
• Exchange Server 
• File Server 
• SQL Server 2005/IIS 
 
Workstations x 30 - 130 
• WinXP  
• MS Office 
• McAfee Agent (P/O HBSS) 
 
 
• Complete SG Server/Database implementation 
• Implement planned client behaviors 
• Expand client reporting capability 
• Expand Test Bed to 100+ clients 
• Shift completed MAST architecture to virtualized 
Cruiser for evaluation & testing. 
• Test MAST on IO Training Range. 
• Integrate MAST into suitable fleet exercise. 
 
 
Next Steps 
Questions 
